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INTRODUCTION 
LET G be a finite group, and let 4: G x Y + Y be an action (not necessarily effective). Suppose 
YC X and II/: G x X+X is an action such that II/ 1 G x Y= 4. Then we say that tj extends C$ (or 
$ is an extension of 4). The pair (X, Y) may have more structure in which case 4 and $ will 
respect this structure, e.g. smooth actions on smooth manifold pairs. Given a pair (X, Y) and 
an action &, on Y, one has the following: 
Question 1. Does there exist an extension I/L G x X-+X of C#J? 
Question 2. If Question 1 has an affirmative answer, how many extensions $ are there 
(up to a certain equivalence relation)? 
Many existence and classification problems in transformation groups may be formulated as 
special cases of these questions. For instance, if 4 is the trivial action and if we require Ic/ to be 
free on X-Y, then questions (1) and (2) amount to studying fixed points of semifree actions on 
X and classification of such actions. (See [I] [2] [3] [6] for further details and more 
examples.) A particularly basic case in the manifold category is when Y is a co-dimension zero 
submanifold of the boundary of the manifold X. When X and dX are simply connected, this 
problem was studied by Assadi-Browder [4] [6] [7]. In this paper we study the non-simply 
connected case. The main results of the paper are Theorem 2.7 (The existence and 
concordance classification of extensions) and Theorems 2.8 and 3.12 (the relative versions). 
THEOREM 2.7. Let W” be a compact manifold, (Fk, aFk) c (W, ?W) a smooth submanifold 
with the normal bundle v, and n-k > 2. Suppose that ni(dW)= x,(W)=n. Let v have the 
structure of a G-bundle over F (with trivial action on F) and a free representation in eachfibre, 
where G is ajnite group of order q, and let 4: G x D(v)-+D(v) be the induced action on a tabular 
neighborhood of F. Then there exists a simple G-action I+!K G x W-+W extending 4 i,@ 
(1) H,(W, F; S/q[rr]) =0 
(2) yr(W, F) E Wh:(n c rt x G) vanishes. Moreover this action is unique up to concordance. 
*The author was partially supported by an NSF grant. The present version was prepared during the first author’s 
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In the above, the notion of “a simple action” is closely related to the notion of “a simple 
space” in the homotopy theory, and s(lV,F) is a certain Reidemeister-type torsion in 
IV/ii (rr; Z/q). The group why (rc c rt x G) (which roughly speaking plays the role of J?,(lG) 
in the simply-connected case) and 7: wh,(n;Z/q)-+ Whf (ncrc x G) are defined in $1. 
The idea of the proof of the above theorem is as follows. Let C be the complement of the 
open disk bundle interior (D(v)) and let d + C = C n D(v) be the co-dimension zero submanifold 
of ?C which has the action 4: G x d+C+Z+C induced from D(v). Then we would like to 
extend 4 to a free G-action on $ and classify all such actions. The methods of surgery theory 
are applied to this problem. The basic step is to extend 4 in the category of Poincare 
complexes, i.e. to find a finite PoincarC pair (X, Y) with free G-action such that 2 c Cc Y is an 
invariant subset and (X, Y) is equivalent to (C, K) in the sense of simple-homotopy theory. 
The technique to replace (X, Y) by a manifold pair assuming the appropriate free G-action 
(relative to d+C and its given action) follows the well-known patterns of non-simply- 
connected surgery ever since Wall [35]. The classification up to concordance follows from a 
relative existence argument. 
The construction of the pair (X, Y) with a free G-action falls into two parts: first, to 
construct such a pair without the finiteness restriction; next, to study the finiteness 
obstruction. In the simply-connected case these two steps are sufficient to study the extension 
problem in the category of finite Poincare pairs. We will comment first on the finiteness 
obstruction assuming the (possibly infinite) G-pair (X, Y) is constructed. It turns out that 
K,,(ZG) is the basic obstruction group when xl(X) = rri( Y) = 0. In fact in the case of semifree 
actions the Swan homomorphism (Z/q)’ -+i?,(ZG) describes the finiteness obstructions. 
The role of K&G) as an obstruction group for the existence of finite group actions was 
clarified as early as 1960 in the monumental paper of R. Swan [33]. Since then the projective- 
class-group functor Z?, has played a central role in differential topology and transformation 
groups in different contexts. In general, E’,(ZG) is used somehow or another to detect 
obstructions for existence of actions of a finite group G on a finite complex. With minor 
exceptions, in all such instances these are obstructions to the finiteness of simply-connected 
G-complexes. As a sample of references, cf. [33] [25] [26] [2] [3] [6] [30] [36] and [Z] [27] 
[31] [38] for partial surveys and further bibliography. In all these cases and others, the 
simple-connectivity assumption is an essential hypothesis in several points for the known 
techniques to be applicable. As a result, questions related to the existence of group actions on 
a given space with non-trivial fundamental group was not studied until recently. 
Let us briefly clarify some difficulties which arise in constructing and classifying actions 
on compact manifolds. Roughly, these arise in three stages. First in the homotopy-theoretic 
construction of the G-pair (X, Y). Second, in the finiteness obstruction and simple- 
homotopy-theoretic considerations. Third, in studying surgery obstructions for which the 
Wall L-groups are known only in restricted cases. We refer the reader to [38] for a survey of 
the known results as surgery obstructions are concerned, and we will comment on only the 
first two stages. The existence questions are, thus, reduced to the analogous questions in the 
category of finite PoincarC complexes (pairs). The transition from this category to the 
category of manifolds involves (equivariant) surgery on a normal (equivariant) map which, in 
general, produces a G-manifold M homotopy equivalent to a given Poincart G-complex X. 
In order to have control over the diffeomorphism (homeomorphism) type of M so 
constructed, one needs to choose the simple homotopy type of X correctly. At this point, if 
xi(X) is arbitrary, the above mentioned projective class group functor l?, is not sufficient to 
allow such choices or adjustments, due to the interaction between Whi(~ci(X)) and the 
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appropriate finiteness obstructions. This is, indeed the theme of the algebraic part of this 
paper discussed in $1 and $4. 
In $1, we introduce a new obstruction group Wh~(rrc z x G) mentioned in the statement 
of Theorem 2.7 above. The functor Ip?ly from pairs of groups (rr. G) (where 7c is arbitrary and 
G is a finite group of order 4) to abelian groups generalizes the functor I?, in the sense that for 
E = 1, I+%: = RO. On the other hand, Cvhf takes into account the interaction between R, (the 
finiteness obstruction in the presence of G-actions) and Ct71, (the Whitehead torsion) in the 
appropriate way when Wh,(rr) f 0. Thus, in the geometric context, Whf plays the same role in 
the study offinite group actions on non-simply connected compact manifolds that l?, does in 
the simply-connected case. After giving an algebraic definition of W/I:, its basic algebraic 
properties are established in Propositions 1.2 (the five-term transfer exact sequence) and 1.11 
(relationship with Reidemeister torsion). The geometric applications of II’/r~ are discussed in 
Theorems 1.12. and 1.13 which are the main results of this section. Some explicit calculations 
of I+‘hf are given in $4. The identification of the obstructions using Reidemeister torsion 
invariants are crucial in the applications (in particular in the relative problems where duality 
plays a role) and calculations (where the obstructions vanish in some cases although I+%: is 
nontrivial, as in Corollary 5.4). 
Although the definition of @‘Jr: given below is purely algebraic, it can be regarded 
homotopy theoretically as a certain homotopy group of the fibre of a transfer map between 
two appropriate Whitehead spaces (Assadi-Burghelea [S]). This method allows one to 
generalize II%; to a much wider class of pairs of groups (G, n) where the algebraic definition is 
presently unclear. 
Since the preparation of the first version of the present paper in 1982, there has been much 
progress in constructing extensions. We will briefly review the homotopy-theoretic side of 
constructing extensions in the category of topological spaces, i.e. the pair (X, Y) with a free G- 
action without finiteness considerations. To follow the proper historical order, the first result 
of this kind is due to R. Swan [33] in 1960. He considered the case where Y= 4 and X is 
homotopy equivalent to the n-sphere S”. In [33], Swan’s argument in constructing a G-C W 
complex whose cellular chains is chain homotopy equivalent to a given chain complex (over 
ZG) is attributed to Milnor, however. Here ni(X)=O is necessary since one uses the 
Hurewicz’s theorem rather directly. Wall’s construction in 1966 [36] refines this approach 
and it is in the same spirit. 
In his 1970 Yale thesis [ 183, L. Jones used a direct equivariantcall attachment for the case 
X z D” to construct semifree cyclic group actions on finite contractible complexes. When 
X = D” and dim Y < 4, Jones used special properties of G = Z/qZ to replace the G-complex X 
by a G-action on D” using a thickening argument. The extension problem for group actions 
was formulated and systematically treated by the first author in his thesis [l] [?I where 
several problems in transformation groups were solved as extension problems. In 1979 the 
first author and W. Browder gave different proofs of L. Jones’ theorem which generalized to 
construct and classify the extensions of group actions on submanifolds of disks and spheres 
under the stability condition dim Y<$ (this condition is closely related to the so-called Gap 
Hypothesis of G-surgery). 
To remove this condition from this theorem in [18], L. Jones had observed that the 
problems of “pushing forward” and “pulling back” group actions are basic in the homotopy 
theoretic aspects. Briefly, letf: A-+B be a map where ii has a free G-action. When does there 
exist a free G-action on B (or a space homotopy equivalent to it) such that f becomes 
G-equivariant? This is the problem of “pushing forward” an action. Replacing the roles of 
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A and B, one has the dual problem of “pulling back” an action. Under the hypotheses 
rr,(A)=n.,(B)=r~~(j)=O and G actin, 0 trivially on homology, Jones outlined a method 
in [19] to solve these problem for the case H,(f; I/q=)=0 and G=Z/q%. A different 
approach was taken by Assadi-Browder in 1980 to prove these results for a general finite 
group G which also allowed the possibility of studying actions with non-trivial G-action 
on homology [7] [4]. This generalization still required rc,(ff)=rri(B)= 1 and 
H*(f; Z/41) = 0. 
To remove the simple-connectivity assumption from the problems of pushing forward 
and pulling back actions, the present authors introduced and studied “simple actions” in 
1981. The notion of a “simple action” was motivated by the technical considerations of the 
related concepts to simple and nilpotent spaces in homotopy theory (see $2 for the precise 
definition). Using Bousfield-Kan localization [ 1 l] one may in fact consider maps between 
diagrams of spaces to construct G-actions (see 53 and 4). The idea of using localization in 
constructing spaces or maps with prescribed properties goes back to D. Sullivan [32] in the 
early 1970s and F. Quinn had already noticed and applied such localization methods in 1977 
to studying nilpotent actions on simply-connected spaces [29]. In the early 1980s there were 
several other independent results in this direction. In 1982, Liiffler-Raul3en [22] gave proofs 
of pushing forward and pulling back actions of L. Jones [19] under the same hypotheses. 
Liiffler had earlier in 1981 given special constructions for producing free Z/qz-actions on 
simply-connected mod q homology spheres [20] [21]. Independently, a systematic and 
detailed study of the latter problem in the spirit of the space-form problem [25] was 
undertaken by Davis-Weinberger [16] in 1983. To produce free G-actions on simply- 
connected mod q homology spheres, Davis-Weinberger applied Zabrodsky mixing which 
uses z(,,-localization and produces free actions on such spaces with G acting trivially on 
homology. Such actions are called “homologically trivial” by Weinberger [37] [I51 who 
independently had applied mixing to obtain similar results in the non-simply-connected case 
(with some assumptions on ni). Weinberger calls this “homology propagation”, and his 
terminology “unextended homologically trivial” action coincides with our “quasi-simple” 
actions (see 94). The reader should consult with Weinberger’s survey [38] for many 
interesting applications and refinements of these ideas. The special case of actions on disks 
and Euclidean spaces are surveyed by K. Pawalowski [27] who has also given a different 
proof of Jones’ earlier theorem [ 181. 
We shall make some remarks about our construction of simple actions which also points 
out a particular technical difference between simply-connected and non-simply-connected 
G-spaces. First, the necessary condition of 2.7 provided by Proposition 2.3 singles out the 
local coefficients Z/q[n] as the natural coefficient system of this context. When rr = 0 (or more 
generally for finite rc), one may also use z(,,[rr]-coefficients. With no assumption on rc, 
however, it is not sufficient to use &[n]-coefficients in order to give the converse of 
Proposition 2.3 (which is the main homotopy-theoretic result of the present paper). Thus, it is 
the non-simply-connected nature of the problem and the desired necessary and sufficient 
conditions of Theorem 2.7 (and related results) which require this choice of localization and 
the calculations of$3. In this context, Zabrodsky mixing of [16] [38] or Quinn’s [29] are not 
applicable to yield our results in full generality. Moreover, this choice of Z/q[n] over & [rr] 
also explains the corresponding choices in the algebra of $1 (specifically Proposition 1.11 and 
Theorems 1.12 and 1.13). The arguments of these algebraic results may be carried out (in fact 
more easily) in the contexts where z,,,-localization is preferred. 
In passing, it could be worthwhile to point out that Proposition 2.3 may be regarded as a 
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generalization of P. A. Smith’s fixed point theorem in the context of local coefficients. To our 
knowledge, this generalization had not been considered or noticed earlier. Also, the theorems 
on pushing forward and pulling back actions (and the relative versions) are singled out in 54, 
and they may be formulated for diagrams of spaces due to the functoriality of our 
constructions. This should prove useful in other circumstances involving group actions (see 
[j] for instance). 
For a ring A, let 9(A) denote the category of finitely generated projective A-modules. Let 
d be the class of pairs (P, A?‘), where 3’ is a n-basis for a module P E~(E[x x G]). Two pairs 
(P, 35’) and (P’, A?“) are equivalent if there exists a TI x G-isomorphism from P to P’ which is X- 
simple with respect to the bases.%’ and9”. This yields an equivalence relation on &with the 
quotient sets. Moreover,& is a commutative associative monoid with the neutral element 
(0, 0) under the operation induced by taking direct sum of modules and disjoint union of 
bases. Let9 be the submonoid generated by (Z[ rt x G], G). Define wh:(~ c x x G) to be the 
quotient monoid &‘/9. Throughout this paper G will denote a finite group of order q (unless 
otherwise stated). 
LEMMA 1.1. Wh:(ncrc x G) is an abekan group. 
Proof Let u be an element of W/I; (rc c II x G) represented by (P, A?) E.JZ’. There exists a 
module Q EY(Z[Z x G]) such that POQ is free with TC x G-basis .%‘,,. Since P is n-free, Q is 
stably n-free, and after stabilizing (if necessary) we may suppose that Q is n-free as well. 
Moreover, if Q is chosen to be sufficiently large, we may suppose that Q has a n-basis 3” such 
that the bases 9 u.9” and G3’, determine the same n-simple type. Then (P,9’)+(Q, 9’) 
lies in 9 and (Q, 9’) represents the inverse of (P,A?) in Whr(nc 7~ x G). n 
Let us denote by WII, the standard Whitehead group and by wh, the reduced &-group 
of an integral group ring. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. There is an exact sequence; 
Wh,(n x G) r: Whl(n) ’ --f Wh:(n c 7-t x G) 5 Wh,(n x G) 2Wh0(n), 
where T, and T, are transfer homomorphisms. 
Proof: The forgetful map from & to 9(Z[n x G]) induces a homomorphism c(: 
Whr(7c c n x G)+ WhO(z x G) and the sequence Whr(z c TC x G) 5 Wh,(n x G) 2 Wh,(lr) is 
clearly exact. 
On the other hand, if r E I+%, (II), there exists a free IL x G-module P endowed with a finite 
II x G-basis 33’ and a n-automorphism u: P -+P such that 5 is the Whitehead torsion of u with 
respect to the n-basis GA?. Denote by fi(P,.3?, u) the class of (P, I(- ’ (GA?)) in wh~(rc  II x G). 
Suppose that (P’, .%‘I, u’) is another triple such that T is the torsion of u’. We have: 
p(P,9, u)=[P, u-l (G3’)]=[P@P’, u-‘(G3)uGH’] 
But (POP’, u-‘(G3)uG9’) is equivalent in_& to (POP’, G.%‘uu’-‘(GAY’)). Thus, 
/3(P,%‘,u)=[P@P’, G~‘uu’-‘(GA?“)]=[P’,u’-‘(G~‘)]=/?(P’,~’,u’). 
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Hence /?(P, -%p, u) depends only on the torsion r. Moreover /I is compatible with the direct 
sum operation and it induces a well-defined homomorphism ,!?: CC%,(n)+ IVh~(rrcx x G). 
On the other hand, if r lies in the image of T,, K can be chosen to be G-linear and /I(s) is 
zero. So /?rr is trivial. 
Let OE Wh,(ncn x G) be represented by (P, 55’), and suppose that r(o) =O. Then P is 
stably free over z[n x G], and up to stabilization, we may suppose that P is JI x G-free with the 
TI x G-basis _5?e. Let u be the n-isomorphism from P to itself sending 9 to GJ,,. Clearly w is 
the image of the torsion r(n) under /?. So the sequence is exact at K%t/hf(~ c rc x G). 
Let P be a free 7c x G-module with TC x G-basis9, and let T E W'hl(~) be represented by a rr- 
isomorphism u: P+P such that /?(r)=O. Then there exists 7~ x G-free modules P’ and P” 
equipped with finite 72 x G-bases 9’ and 2”’ such that (P @ P’, u- ‘(GAY) u GA?‘) is 
equivalent to (P”, GA+“‘). Thus we have a rr x G-isomorphismf: P”+P @ P’ and the n-basis 
Gf(_%“‘)determines in PO P’ the same simple type as u-‘(G_%‘)uG2?‘=v- ‘(G9uG2’). Let 
o be the rc x G-isomorphism sendingf(9”) to _%‘u_%“. The maps v and cc) have the same 
Whitehead torsion, but o is 7c x G-linear. Thus r lies in the image of T,, and the exactness of 
the above sequence is established. n 
For a ring A, let 9.,.(A) denote the category of bounded finitely generated projective 
A-complexes. Let .5$(A) be the category of A-complexes which have the homotopy type 
of a complex in 3,(A). Denote by.M, the category of pairs (C,, 9.J where C, is a complex 
in 9.+ (Z[n x G]) and (C,, .~‘,)EM for all n. For a complex C, in .A* with a given 
basis 9, let x(C)=C(--I)“[& .%,]E Wh~(ncnx G). 
An exact sequence O+C-C’--+C”-+O in &* is called “s-exact” if O-,C,--+CA-C~+O is 
an acyclic complex of torsion zero in W/I,(~) for any n. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let O+C-C’+C”-0 be an s-exact sequence in .s’*. Then 
;c(C’) = ;c(C) + y(C”). 
Proof: The proof is obvious. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let C be an acyclic complex in SS’.+. Then we hate x(C) = /?(s(C)) where T(C) is 
the Whitehead torsion of C in Wh,(rc). 
ProoJ: Denote by C,, and C,, the odd and even parts of C: C,, = OnCZn+ i, C,, = @,C,,. 
The n-bases for C,, and C,, are denoted by gO, and .5?,,, respectively. The Whitehead 
torsion of C can be defined as follows [M]: Take a degree one morphism k: C-C such 
that 1 =dk+ kd and set q5=d + k where d is the boundary operator in C and $I: Cod-+Cev. 
Then s(C) is the torsion of 4 with respect to bases B’,,, and 9,,. 
Let (Q, .%“)~d’such that (C,,@Q,9CYu9’)&,~~ that C,,@Q has an x G-basis%‘. 
We have: 
X(C) = CC,,, owl - CCodt ~odl 
=CC,,@Q, ~iP,,u~'l--CC,,OQ, .9o,u2'1 
=CC,,O Q, ~wu-@'l-CC,,@ Q,#49Slod)u9'1. 
Let tiey and $,d be the automorphisms of C,, 0 Q such that 
1C/,d(4(god) u g’)= GB’ 
$o(~,,uB”)=G9. 
We have: x(C)= P(r(rl/,,)) - 8(r(ti,J) = 8(r(ti0d1 gtiey)) = P(r(4)). H 
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COROLLARY 1.5. Let f be a homotopy equivalence from a complex C E A, to a comp1e.u 
C’ E.A?*. Then 
;c(C’) = AC) + B(r(f)). 
Proof: Let lM(f) be the mapping cone of 1: We have an s-exact sequence: 
o+c’-i~ii(J”)-X-o, 
where XC is the suspension of C. By virtue of the Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, we have: 
;~tC’)-%(C)=~tc’)+%t~c)=~t~~jtf)j=Pt~(fj). n 
LEMUA 1.6. Let f be a n-homotopy equivalence from a finite n-based complex A to a 
complex C ~3:(%[n x G]). Let g be a homotopy equivalence from C to a complex C’E~,. 
Then the element ;((C’) - /?(r(g 0 f)) E Wh:( 7c  rt x G) doesn’t depend on the choice of C’ and g. 
This element will be denoted by x(A+C). 
Proof: Let gi(i=O, I) be two homotopy equivalences from C to Cl E(&,). and let h be a 
homotopy inverse of g,,. We have: 
x(c;) - B(r(si oJ-)) = x(C;)- P(r(si 0 h o go $f) 
= x(C;) - P(+~Io h)) - P(3so of)) 
= x(Cb) - P(~(so Of)). n 
Let C, denote the category of Z/q-acyclic z-based complexes. Let I- be a projective 
resolution of Z as a Z[G]-module. 
LE~~M.% 1.7. For any C E C,, C @ zI- lies inY:(Z[rc x G]). 
Proof If r is chosen to be finitely generated in each dimension, COT will be finitely 
generated in each dimension as well. On the other hand if r4 is a projective resolution of l[d] 
as a L[G]-module, then COT will have homotopy type of CO r4, since C E C,. But Ts can be 
chosen to be one-dimensional. So C@I’ has the homotopy-type of a finite dimensional 
complex. Hence CO r lies in Yi(Z[7c x G]). N 
Thus, for any CE C,, z(C--+C@r) is a well-defined element of Whf(ncn x G). This 
element will be denoted by y(C). 
The proof of the following is obvious. 
LEM>~A 1.8. Let 0 + C + C’-+ C” -+O be an s-exact sequence in C,. Then 
;~(c’)=;l(c)+y(C”)~ Wh;(nc7c x G). n 
Let 4 be an n x n matrix with entries in Z[rr], i.e. a homomorphism Z[rr]“j%[n]“. Denote 
by IV(+) the mapping cone of 4. ?vj(@) is the following one-dimensional complex: 
+ . . . -+o-+~[~]“-+?qn]“+o-+ . . . . 
LEMMA 1.9. Zf $ is a square matrix with entries in Z[IT], then M(l +qlc/) [ies in C, and 
;t(M(l + q$)) = 0. 
Proof Let L denote the module Z[rc]” and {ei: i= 1, . . . , n} the standard basis of L. The 
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matrix (I/ will be regarded as an endomorphism of L. Let 4 = 1 + q$. Then 4 is manic with 
cokemel &I, and M(4)@ r is a projective resolution of ,M @Z as a Z[rc x G]-module. Let 
P = 4(L)@ Z[G] + LO I, be the submodule of L@ Z[G], where I, is the augmentation ideal 
of Z[G]. We have an exact sequence: 
Let F: L@T[G]-+P be the map defined by F(x@y)=x@y+I(/(x)@wy=~(x)@y 
+ $(x)0 (w - q)y, where w = 1 g is the norm of G. It is easy to see that F is an isomorphism 
67EG 
and P is Z[X x G]-free. 
Consider now the following n-bases: {e, 0 g:gEG} for L @ Z[G] and 
{4(ei) @ l} u {ei 0 (g - l), g E G - I} for P. The diagram 
is commutative and induce a rc-simple homotopy equivalence of M(4) to: 
. ..+O+P+L@Z[G]+O.... 
Thus we have: 
~(M($J))=[L 0 zicGl> {ei 0 g}l-Cp, {dJ(ei) 0 l> U {ei 0 S-1)1 
=-[P,{~(ei)O1)u{eiO(g-1))1 
= -[L @ Z[G], {F-‘(@(ei) 0 1)) u {F-‘(ei 0 (g-l))}] 
= -[L@Z[G], {ei@ l-ti(ei)O(w-qq)} u {eiO(g--l)}] 
=-[L@Z[G],{ei@ l)-{ei@(g-l)}] 
=-[L@Z[G],G{e,@l}]=O. n 
COROLLARY 1.10. Let C be a complex in C,. Suppose that the Reidemeister torsion of C in 
the group Wh,(n;Z/q) (=K,(Z/q[n])/fn) aanishes. Then y(C)=O. 
Proof: If the length of C is two, a suspension of C will be a complex M(b) where 4 is a 
square matrix which is invertible mod q and r(4) = 0 in Wh,(n; Z/q). Then 4 is a product of an 
elementary matrix and a matrix of the form 1 + q1c/, and M(4) has the simple homotopy-type 
of M( 1 + q11/). Thus we have: v(M(4)) = g(M( I+ q1c/)) = 0. 
If the length of C is greater than two, there is a complex C’ of length two such that r(C’) = 0 
in Wh(n; Z/q) and a mapf: C’+ C inducing an epimorphism on the lower homology group. 
Then M(f) has the simple homotopy type of a complex C” of length smaller than the length 
of C and such that r(C”)=O. By induction, y(C”) is trivial, so y(C)=O. n 
Now if C and C’ are two complexes in C, having the same Reidemeister 
torsion, y(C @ XC’) is trivial and y(C)= y(C’). Then y(C) depends only on the Reidemeister 
torsion r(C) of C in Wh,(n;Z/q), and 7 induces a well-defined homomorphism 7: 
H’h,(n;Z/q)-+Wh~(nc7cx G). 
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PROPOSITIOK 1.11. The following diagram 
Wh,(n) 5 Wh:(ncz x G) -: Wh,(n x G) 
\ 
CSUlOIL 
i 
i’ 
Wh,(rc; Z/q) 
is commutatioe and slo 7 is the Swan homomorphism. (See also $4.) 
Proof: Let 5 be an element of Whl(Tc) with image 5’ in W’hI(n; Z/q), represented by the 
torsion of an acyclic complex CE&.+. We have: p(s)=x(C)=~(C+C)=x(C-,C@r)=~(C) 
=7(Y), so the diagram is commutative. On the other hand, if SE WhI(n; Z/q) is the 
Reidemeister torsion of the homomorphism 4: [&~]“+[ZX]” with cokernel M, then 
!!4(4)0 r has the homotopy type of a complex C E Y,(Z[z x G]), and C is a resolution of &I. 
Then ray(r)= E( - I)‘[C,] E Wh,(n x G) and ccoy is the Swan homomorphism. 
THEOREM 1.12. Let A be ajnite z-based complex such that H,(A@I/q)=O. Let f be a X- 
linear homotopy equivalence from A to a 7c x G-complex C. Suppose that G acts trivially on 
H,(C). Then there is ajinite rt x G-based complex B and a 71 x G-homotopy equivalence g: C+B 
such that gof is Tc-simple, ifl ;i(s(A))=O, where r(A) is the Reidemeister torsion of A in 
Wh,(n: Z/q). 
Proof: As a consequence of Lemma 1.6, there exists a finite 71 x G-based complex B and a 
n x G-homotopy equivalence g: C -+B such that gof is Ir-simple, iff C lies in .Y:(Z[z x G]) 
and x(A --+ C) = 0. 
Consider now the double complex Horn&T, C). We have a spectral sequence with the E*- 
term E:, = H-*(G, H,(C)) which converges to H,(Hom,(T, C)). But C is E/q-acyclic. So E:, 
vanishes except for the terms E$, which yields the isomorphism H,(Hom,(T, C)) E 
H’(G, H,(C)). Moreover, G acts trivially on H,(C). Hence the restriction homomorphism 
Horn&, C)+C is a z-linear homotopy equivalence, andf factors, up to homotopy, through 
the n-complex Horn&, C). So we get a z x G-linear map h: A@T-C making the following 
diagram commutative up to homotopy: 
A@T 
/\ 
h 
/ 
A - C. 
Therefore, C lies in ~:(Z[XX G]) and X(A+C)=~(A-+A@r)=~(A)=;‘(s(A)). n 
The above algebraic theory has the following application which is crucial in the 
construction of surgery problems of the next sections. 
THEOREM 1.13. Suppose we hatle a commutative diagram 
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bvich the following properties: 
(i) it, B and Y are finite connected CW complexes. and X is a connected CW-complex. 
(ii) rri(~)=ni(P)=rr, rrI(X)=rc1(Y)=7rxG. 
(iii) Y is a cocering space of Y and r induces a homotopy equicalencefrom x to the cocering 
space of X with the fundamental group rc. 
(iv) HJX, 8; z/q[n]) =0 and the Reidemeister torsion of (_%, 7) is r(jt, 7) in Wh,(rr; z/q). 
(v) G acts trir;ially on H,(??, 7; z[rr]) = H,(X, Y; ~[TC x G]). 
Then there exists a homotopy equivalence from X to a finite complex Z such that the 
composite map 2: X+Z induces a simple homotopy equivalence from x to a covering 
space of Z, iff y(r(-?, P)) = 0. (Note: Hypothesis (ii) may be weakened to rti( 8) surjects onto 
Xi(X).) 
Proof: Let us denote by C,( --; &I) the cellular chain complex with (twisted) coefficients M. 
We have a z-linear homotopy equivalence f: C,(%, F; &r)+C,(X, x s[rr x G]). If there 
exists such a Z, then we have a rc-simple homotopy equivalence 
C,(R, ?; &)-+CJZ, Y; z[n x G]) 
from a finite n-based complex to a finite x x G-based complex. Hence by Theorem 1.12, 
y(T(x, P))=o. 
Conversely, suppose that y(t(z, 8)) vanishes. Then there exists a finite 7c x G-based chain 
complex B, and a 7c x G-homotopy equivalence g from C,(X, Y; &rc x G]) to B, such that 
gofis n-simple. This implies that the finiteness obstruction of X vanishes and there exists a 
homotopy equivalence from X to a finite complex z,(c.f. [3S]). Moreover, we can add 2-cells 
and 3-cells to Z, in order to modify the simple type of Z, to obtain a finite complex Z such 
that the composite map 
B,cC,(X, Y; z’crc x G])-+C,(Z, Y; z[n x G]) 
is a rt x G-simple homotopy equivalence. It is easy to see that the composite map g-+X-+Z 
induces a simple homotopy equivalence from 2 to the covering space of Z with fundamental 
group n. W 
Remark 1.14. The above arguments and results with the exception of 1.12 and 1.13 
generalize to the case of a non-trivial extension 1 +x+T+G-+l. The categories .~Jand S” 
are defined in the obvious manner, and 9 is generated by (ZT, X), where X c I- is a fixed 
chosen set which projects to G isomorphically. Thus Whf(n-+T) is defined and satisfies all the 
above mentioned algebraic properties of Whr(x c K x G). 
Given a connected space x and subring of rational numbers A or A = Z/q we denote by X, 
the localization of X which preserves rr,X and localizes nix for i> 1 at A. For instance 
Bousfield-Ksn’s localization [l 1] applied to the universal covering space ri yields 8, on 
which xi(X) operates freely and x+2,, is equivariant. Then X, can be defined as 8,,/~ni(X). 
For A = Z/q, A = Z$,, and A = L [$I we use the notations X,, X(,, and X(b), respectively. 
Remark 2.0. Suppose _% is a principal covering of a space X such that X=X/n and 
n,(g) is q-perfect, i.e. H,(n,(x); Z/q) or equivalently H,(X; Z/q[x]) vanishes. Then 
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Bousfield-Kan localization off with respect to Z/q yields a simply-connected space x(Zjq) 
with free n-action. Now rrr(_,?(f/q)/rt) 2 n and zi(x(Z;/q)/x) is (Z/q)-localized in the sense of 
Bousfield-Kan [ 111. We will refer to this as (Z/q, rr)-localization of X. 
The key observation to reconstruct a space (respectively a diagram of spaces) from its 
localizations (respectively its diagrams of localizations) is the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. For any space connected x the following diagram is Cartesian: 
x -X($) 
/ I I i” 
x, -Xq($ 
Proof: Since H,(X,,X; Z!/s[~])=o it follows that H,(X,, X;Zin) is Z[$]-local. Hence 
the (homotopy) fibre off is Z[a]-local (cf. [32]). Since the (homotopy) fibre off’ is also 
Z[i]-local,f andf’ has the same fibre (up to homotopy). n 
DEFINTIOS 2.2. Let X be a connected G-CW complex, where G is ajnite group of order q. 
X is called a simple G-space (and the action is called simple) if(Eo x oX& isjibre homotopy 
eqrtiralent to (BG x X),. 
PROPOSITIOX 2.3. Let X be a semifree simple G-space with xl(X) = xi, and dim X < x. Then 
H,(X, Xc; Z;!q[n]) = 0. Similarly H*(X, XG; Z/q[rr]) = 0. 
Proof: The obstructions for the existence of a section to E, x .X+BG are q-torsion 
elements. So it suffices to consider the fibration (Eo x .X),+BG. Since the action is simple, 
(EG x ,X),-BG admits a section, so that all these obstructions vanish and E, x ,X-+BG 
admits a section. Consequently XG #O (cf. [ 17]), and by choosing a base point )cO E Xc, 
one can lift the G-action to the universal covering space x 3 X so that XG=,uel(XG), 
(cf. [ 121 51.9). Let C be a cyclic group of order a prime plq. Then XC= XC since the action 
is semifree. Moreover H*(8,xC;Z/p) 2 H*(XP, rT’z;Z/p) is a module over H*(C;Z/p). By 
the localization theorem of Atiyah-Segal-Quillen (see [17] or [28] for example), 
H;(x;; Z/p) [f] 2 H;(& Z/p) [$I, w h ere H,*(-; -) is the equivariant cohomology and 
;J is the polynomial generator of H,?J {point); Z/p) 2 H*(BC; Z/p). But HE(8$ H/p)[$] z 
H*(x;; Z/p)@A(C; 5,‘p) and H,*(K,; Z/p)[f] 2 H*(x& Z/p)@A(C;Z/p) and the 
above isomorphisms respect the algebra structures. Here A(C) is the Tate cohomology of 
- -c - -G C (cf. [ 143). Consequently H*(X, X,; I/p) @ E?(C; Z/p) = 0 which yields H,(X, X ; Z/p)= 0. 
Hence H,(X, XG; Z/p[n])=O. Moreover in the universal coefficients spectral 
sequence we have Ez,, = Ext’,,,,(H,(X, XG; Z/p[n]), Z/p[7c])=+HP”(X, Xc; Z/p[rc]). 
Thus. H*(X, XG, Z/p[n]) =O. n 
Remark. Proposition 2.3 is valid under the weaker assumption that X is totally non- 
homologous to zero (with Z/q[n] coefficients). Clearly, if X is a simple G-space, then X is 
totally non-homologous to zero in E, x .X. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let W” be a compact G-manifold, where the action is smooth, semifree 
and simple. Denote by Fk the stationary point set WG which is a smooth submanifold and by v 
the equicariant normal bundIe of the embedding (F, ?F) c (W, aW). Let C = W - int D(V), 
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SC=~_Ci/S_C,~,C=2,Cn~_C where ?,C=S(V) and Z,C=ZS(V)=S(V~?W). Let 
TI = xi (W), q = order (G), and uss~nze that n - k > 2. Then: 
(1) H,(C, S,C; f,‘q[z])=O. 
(2) There exists a homomorphisms I and I’ which makes the diagram 
commute. 
(3) ~((2, S + C) = r(W, F) c Wh i(z Z/q) (the Reidemeister torsion) is well-defined and 
;.nr(W, F) E Whf (xc i: x G) vanishes. 
Proof (1) follows from 2.3 and the isomorphisms H,(C,a+C;L/q[n]) g H.,.( W,D(Z); 
Z/q[x]) z H,(W, WG; Z,‘q[lr]). In (2) I is the composition ni(Z+C/G) 5 ni(E, x ,(d+C))-+ 
n,(EG x c W) 3 G x TC 3x, and similarly for I’. To prove (3) notice that (1) shows that 
s(C, i-+C)E Wh,(zc;Z/q) is well-defined (cf. [24]) and that H,(C/G,a+C/G;Z[rc x G]) r 
H,(C. Z+C;%) is ($)-local. By excision H,(C’, 2 + C; Z,n) 2 H, ( W, F; Z;TC) and 
r( C, 2, C) = T( W, F). Since C,(C, d + C) is a complex of Z[rt x G]-modules, (3) follows 
from the definition of yr(C, 2.C). n 
LEZIM 2.5. Let O+A 5 B 2 C+O be an exact sequence of Z[$][G]-modules, where 
q= jG/. Suppose G acts trivially on A and C. Then it acts trkially on B. 
Proof: Let gE G, DEB, and consider g-u--x. By assumption p(gx - x)= 0, hence 
gx - x = r (y), where y depends on g and x, say y = &g, x). Moreover, g’gx = g’x +g’a(y) = 
x + r(g’, y) + r(y’) = x + r(y + y) for some y’ E A. Hence &g’g. x) = &g, x) + 4(g’, x) for 
each x. Thus 4 induces 0: G-+Hom (C, A) by @ (g)= 4 (g, l ). But Horn (C, A) is ($)-local 
(additively) and 1 Gj =q. Hence Qr 0, which implies the desired result. n 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let (X, Y) be a pair ofG-spaces, and suppose HJX, Y) is ($)- local and G- 
acts tricially on it. Then G acts tricially on h,(X, Y) and h*(X, Y)for any (generalized homology 
and cohomology theory). 
Proof: The above Lemma and the universal coefficients formula imply that G acts 
trivially on H*(X, Y). Further, in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence G acts trivially 
on the E,-term, and hence on the E =-term. Induction and the above Lemma, then, imply that 
G acts trivially on h,(X, Y) and h*(X, Y). n 
COROLLARY 2.6A. Suppose HJd+C/G;Z($)[z x G]) has a tricial G-action. Then 
H&C/G; Z (+)[ n x G]) has a trivial G-action as well (d,C/G = a(2 + C/G)). 
Proof The hypothesis implies that H*(d + C/G; Z(b) [ x x G]) has a nilpotent G-action, 
hence a trivial G-action by 2.5 above. Poincari duality shows that H,(a+C,‘G, d,C/G; 
Z($ [r x G]) has a trivial G-action. Thus H,(d,C/G; Z(i) [x x G]) has a nilpotent G-action, 
and hence a trivial G-action by another application of 2.5. H 
The converse to 2.4. is the main theorem of this section. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Let W” be a compact manifold, (Fk, SFk)c(W. 3%‘) a swlooch submanifold 
with the normal bundle v, and n - k > 2. Suppose that I: ,(SW) 2 T; l(W) = z. Let v hare the 
structure of a G-bundle over F (with trivial action on F) and a free representation in eachjibre, 
where G is afinite group of order q, and let 4: G x D(v)+D(v) be the induced action on a tubular 
neighborhood of F. Then there exists a simple G-action $: G x W-W extending 4 z# 
(1) H,(W, F; Z;/q[n]) = 0 
(2) ys(W, F) E Wh:(n c 7~ x G) vanishes. 
Moreover this action is unique up to concordance. (Note: The extension implies WG=F.) 
Proof: The necessity of these conditions follow from 2.4. To prove that (lH2) are 
sufficient we need first some auxiliary results whose proofs will be given in the next section. 
Note. G acts trivially on H,(D(v); Z($) [7t1F]) and H,(D(v), S(V); Z($)[zIF]). By a reasoning 
similar to 2.5 and 2.6, it follows that G acts trivially on H,(S(v)/G; Z($) [G x ~,(F)])E H,(S(v); 
Z($)[TC~F]). Similarly, 2.5 and 2.6A show that G acts trivially on H,(S(vI?f)/G; 
Z(;)[G x zl(3i=)]). 
THEOREM 2.8. LetC”beacompactmanijoldwith~c,(C)=Tc,(d_C)=x,~C”=~+C”u~_C”. 
d+C”nd_C”=d,C=c?(d+C)=~(S_C).Supposethat@G x Z+C+?+CisafreeG-actionsuch 
that: 
(1) HJC, Z+C;Z/q[n])=O. 
(2) 3 homomorphisms 1 and I’ such that 
7rI(?+c)-7r- 
rr R n ,(S,C) 
I 
\ 
/I \ 
’ /I ‘\ I’ I 
~,(S+C/G) -‘n,(WIG) 
commutes. 
(3) G acts trivially on H,(Z+C/G; Z(b)[ IC x G], where Z(b) [z x G] is the local system 
for d+C/G via I. 
Then there exists a Poincart complex (X, Y) (unique up to homotopy) such that 
Y=(d+C/G) u (a-X), (a-X) n (c?+C/G)=d,C/G, and (2, P) is homotopy equivalent 
to (C, aC) rel d, C, where (x, P) is the covering space with the covering transformation group 
G and fundamental group z. Moreover the G-actions on H,(X, K Z(a)[r x G]) 
and H,(X;k(i) [7t x G]) are trivial. 
THEOREM 2.9. Keep the notation and the hypotheses of 2.8. Then (X, Y) can be taken to be a 
finite Poincark pair n-simple homotopy equivalent (rel d+C) to (C, ZC) IJ’ ys(C, c?,C) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.9.A. Keep the notation and hypotheses of 2.8. Then the G-action on Z+C 
extends to a G-action on C ifl yr(C, d + C) = 0. n 
Assuming the proofs of 2.8 and 2.9 the proof of 2.7 proceeds as follows. Let C = W-interior 
(D(v)), d+C=ZCndW, Z_C=dCnD(v), 2,C=Z+Cnd_C. Then (C, ?,C) satisfies the 
hypotheses of 2.8 (compare with the hypotheses and the proof of 2.4). By 2.8, we have a 
Poincart pair (X, Y) whose covering pair (2, P) with fundamental group 71 is homotopy 
equivalent to (C, ZC) rel d+C. By virtue of 2.9 and condition (2) of the hypotheses, we can 
choose (X, Y) so that (r?, F) is simple-homotopy equivalent to (C, Z). Next we show that the 
Spivak normal fibre space of (X, Y) has a linear structure which in turn shows that the set of 
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normal invariants of (X, Y) is non-empty. Moreover, we can choose a normal invariant such 
that the corresponding normal map (v, 2 v) L (X, Y) is relative to ? i C:‘G, i.e. S _ CG c S T’ 
and F j Z+C/G: Z’+C/G+d+C/Gc Y is the inclusion (as a normal map). To see this, let i: 
X+B7 be the classifying map into Stasheff’s classifying space for (stable) spherical 
fibrations. i.I?_C/G has a lift to BO induced by the given smooth structure of 2-C G. Since 
F/O is an infinite loop space, the obstruction to extending this lift to X is an element 
r~h*(X, d+C/G) where h* is the generalized cohomology theory associated withy/O. We 
need the following Lemma to show that this obstruction vanishes. 
LEMMA 2.10. For any reduced generalized cohomology theory h*(X. ?+C/G) is (:)-local. 
Proofof2.10. Let p be a prime dividing 4. Then by (1) of 2.8, H*(X, Z+C/G; Z’p[n x G]) 
vanishes. The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence shows that h*(X, 2 + C) is ($)-local, where 
II: X+X is the universal covering space of X and ?+c= U- l(Z,CjG). Consider the 
Cartan-Leray-Serre spectral sequence of the covering pair (X, 2 + C) :(X, Z+ C/G) whose E2- 
term is H*(BG; h* (8, d + c/G)) and converges to h*(X, S_ C/G). It follows that h*(X, Z + C/G) 
is ($)-local for each ~14. n 
Let p: 2+X be the covering with the covering transformation group G. Then 
P*(Z) E h*(x, 2, C) vanishes since 2 is homotopy equivalent to C rel 2 + C and the latter is a 
smooth manifold. The transfer t: h*(_?, d+C)+h*(X, 2+C,:G) is defined as in [9] and tp* is 
multiplication by 4. The above Lemma implies that .M’* is a monomorphism and 2 = 0 as a 
consequence. Hence we can choose a lift of ;I to BO which is compatible with the given lift for 
i.1 a,C/G so that the resulting normal mapf,: (V,, SV,)-+(X, Y) is rel 5+C/G as desired. 
Let K =Ker(Wh,(n x G) Tra”sfer *Wh,(n). Although the Poincare pair (X. Y) is not 
necessarily a simple Poincare pair, the G-covering (2: 7) is a simple Poincare pair since it is 
7r-simple homotopy equivalent to the manifold pair (C, ?C). Consequently the Whitehead 
torsion of the duality isomorphism lies in K. Denote by Lt the surgery obstruction groups of 
Wall where the homotopy equivalences are required to have Whitehead torsion belonging to 
K. Then the 71-n theorem of Wall ([35] Theorem 3.3) can be modified slightly to show that 
L$(n’, x1)=0 for any finitely presented group rr’. Since the hypotheses imply that 
xl(X) ~rtr( Y- a+C/G), we may assume that fr is normally cobordant to a homotopy 
equivalence8 (V, a +(X, Y) rel d + C/G with torsion in K. 
Remark. According to the referee the special Wall surgery groups Lz are due to Sylvain 
Cappell. 
Next, we can choose (V, d V) such that the covering space (v, a q with covering group G is 
diffeomorphic to (C, aC) rel d+C. We have the commutative diagram of surgery exact 
sequences of Sullivan-Wall corresponding to (X, Y) rel ? _ C/G and (g, P) rel 2 _ C and the 
maps induced by the covering projection: 
L,K+ 1(~ x G,n x G)-+SK(X, Y) i M(X) Y) + Lf(7-r x G, 7c x G). 
The horizontal isomorphisms are due to Wall’s (rt-rc)-theorem ([35] Theorem 3.3). Now 
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I 6 (?r, Y)?h’(X, S,CjG) and _“(‘r. F)~h’(,q, S-C) where /I* is the cohomology theory 
associated with the F/O spectrum. 
Consider the Carton-Leray-Serre spectra1 sequence for the G-covering ~1: ,F+x 
in which the E,-term is H*(BG: /~*f.y. i’,C)) and it converges to h*(X, ?+C;G). The only 
non-vanishing terms are H’(BG; h*(z. ? ~ C)) 2 11*(x, i-& C)G using Lemma 2.10. 
Hence the spectral sequence collapses and /1*(X, S, C,iG) 3 II*(~, S, C)G. By Lemma 2.6, 
G acts trivially on h*(z, Z+C), since G acts trivially on H,(.‘?, Z+C; -[n]) in 2.8. Hence 
h*(lT, Z+C)? h*(X, d, C/G) and ,u* induces the isomorphism. Thus we may choose 
the normal invariant in Jfic(X, Y) so that the corresponding homotopy smoothing (V, ? C’) 
has the G-covering (v, dq diffeomorphic to (C, SC) rel 2-C’. 
G acts freely on (v, d P) as the group of covering transformations and this action extends 
the induced action on d+C. Clearly the manifold IV’= D(V) U v is diffeomorphic to Ct’rel 
i_C 
D(v), and this diffeomorphism and the G-action on IV” result in the desired extension of the 
action. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.7. W 
53 
In this section we prove Theorems 2.8 and 2.9. To construct a diagram of spaces, 
according to Lemma 2.1 it suffices to construct the diagrams of its appropriate localizations. 
3.1. Consider the diagram D below: 
doC- s,c 
I I i. 
c?_c-c 
We seek a diagram A 
i i 
s-x----* _y 
(in which &X,X and the dotted arrows are to be determined) with the property that the 
diagram h consisting of various G-covering spaces is (up to homotopy) D. In this vein, we 
propose to construct the diagrams A, and A(i) such that there is a map A(i)-+A,($) which lift 
to the appropriate map ofthe corresponding G-coverings. Throughout this section we use the 
notation and the hypothesis of 2.8 and 2.9. 
LEMMA 3.2. j,:n,(S+C)+rr,(C) is surjectice and its kernel is q-perfect, i.e. 
H,(Ker(j,); ZJ=O. 
Proof: Let /L: c-+C be the universal covering space. By assumption 
H,(Z+C; Z/q[x])-H,(C;Z/q[z]) is an isomorphism. In particular p-l(Z+C) is 
connected which implies that j, is surjective. To see that Ker j, is q-perfect, notice that 
the Lyndon spectral sequence of the extension Ker j,-n,(Z+C)drc,(C) shows that 
H,(Kerj,; Z/q)=O. W 
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COROLLARY 3.3. There exists a diagram As 
(t,C,!G), -+ (ZACI’G), 
I I 
;:-X(q) -X(q) 
such that r~~(d_X(q))~7~~(X(q))~rrxG and a map Dg*As which is a G-coaering (up to 
homotopy). (a-X(q) and X(q) are candidatesfor (2-X), and X,.) 
Proof: Let l-r~,(d.C)~tr,(d+C/G)~G~l be the exact sequence given by the covering 
(a+C),-+(a+C/G),. Let v: ni(d+C/G) +x x G be given by v = t x u, where z is given by the 
hypothesis (2) of 2.3. Then Ker (v) z Ker (j.J, hence it is q-perfect. Then we define X(q) as (Z/q, 
71 x G)-localization of ?+ C/G as explained in Remark 2.0. 
Let Z_X(q)=X(q) and ALs be the diagram of inclusions 
(&C/G),- (2 + C/G), 
1 il I i, 
d-X(q) Id e X(q) 
Consider the diagram of G-coverings: 
(Z+C), -(2 + C/G), 
ai9 - &) 
in which ni(x(q))z rt and T1 induces isomorphism in homology with local Z/q[n]-coefficients. 
(Compare the Cartan-Leray spectral sequences of the G-coverings.) Hence there is a 
commutative diagram: 
@+C),- (C), 
7 
‘1 
;\,/ 
2 
R(4) 
in which u is a homotopy equivalence. Taking into account that (a-C), is homotopy 
equivalent to (C),, it follows that there exists a map D,=-A, which is a G-covering (up to 
homotopy). n 
Remark 3.4. Construction of X(q) can be done alternatively as follows. We may add 
2-cells and 3-cells appropriately to (Z+C/G), to obtain X(q) such that ni(X(q))z TC x G and 
the inclusion ii: (a+C/G), ---* X(q) induces an isomorphism in H,(--; Z/q[rr x G]). It is not 
difficult to see that X’/TC x G satisfies the desired properties of X(q) discussed previously. 
Similarly for d-X(q). 
LEMMA 3.5. The fibrations a+C(i) 5 S+C/G($ 1 BG and a,C(i) L d,C/G(i) 5 BG 
yield maps i.: d+C($)/G -+ C(i) and i.‘: ZOC(b) -+ S _ C($) such that the compositions i.’ 0 y and 
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i.07 in the diagram (commutatice up to homocopy) 
I 1; .,, 
2&'G($) - a f WJ ($1 
I I 
a _ C($) ---C(~~ 
are (up to homotopy) the canonical inclusions Z,C($) -+ S-C(b) and S+C($) + C($). 
Proof On the level of fundamental groups, these maps exist by virtue of the existence of z 
and I’. The obstructions for the existence of L such that i. 3 7 =inclusion, lie in H’(d,C/G($), 
d + C($); zk_ ,(a+ C(i)), since G acts trivially on rr.&?+ C(t)). There is a spectral sequence with 
E,-term H*(BG, (pt}; H*(a+C($; rc, _ ,(a + C(i))) which converges to H*(d + C($)/G, 2 + C($); 
71, _ ,(a, C(i))). But H*(d+ C(i); rc,_ t(?+ C(t))) is q-divisible for * > 2 and H*(BG, {ptj) is q- 
torsion. Hence the EL-term of this spectral sequence vanishes, and the obstructions are all 
trivial. Similarly 2 exists. Moreover, i. and i.’ are unique up to homotopy by a similar 
argument. As a result of uniqueness, in the above diagram (homotopy commutative) the 
compositions i.0~ and i.‘o$ are homotopic to inclusions. H 
COROLLARY 3.6. There is a diagram A($: 
W(~)/G - a + C($G 
j2 I 1. JI 
a-X($) - X($1 
in which X($) = C($) x BG, a-X($) = Z-C($) x BG. Furthermore, there is a map D(i)-A(i) 
which is a G-covering (up to homotopy). A($) IS uniquely determined (up to homotopy) by the 
properties that G acts trivially on H*(X($ Z[n x G]) and H*(a_X($; Z [rc x G]) and that 
its G-covering diagram is D(t) up to homotopy. 
Proof Using the above Lemma, the map j, is defined by 1. x /?: d+C($)/G + C(i) x BG; 
similarly for j,. This determines A($ and the map D(t) =>@) where a($) is the diagram 
corresponding to the covering spaces with the deck transformation group G. This map 
induces homotopy equivalences of various spaces in the diagrams. An obstruction theory 
argument similar to the one given in Lemma 3.5 above shows that A(i) is uniquely 
determined by the above mentioned properties. n 
COROLLARY 3.7. Using the notation and hypotheses of 3.3 and 3.6, X,(i) and (J-X,) (t) are 
(up to homotopy) uniquely determined. In particular, there is a map A($)+A,($) whose lift to the 
G-copering is the canonical map D(i)-D,(i). n 
Proofof3.7 follows from the following Lemmas. First of all, notice that we need to find the 
dotted arrow in the diagram below to make it commute (up to homotopy): 
(a + C/G)(;) 
(8 + C/G),($). 
2 
, 
,’ 
TOP 26:2-H 
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As before, we shall show that the obstructions vanish. For simplicity of notation, let 
K E S f C/G and I? = Z+ C. K, is (Z/q, z)-localized with n,(K,) = K x G (see Remark 2.0). For 
any group I-, let f,(r) = lim Z/q”(r) and Q,(r)= I @ f,(r). 
--Y- 
LEMMMA 3.7.A. For all i 2 2, ni(K,) is a z&x x G)-module. 
Proof of 3.7.A. According to [ 1 l] the (Z/q)-local space K, satisfies: 
ni(K,) 2 EXt(Z/q”,ni(Kq)) z li+(ni(K,)/‘q”). 
Thus n,(K,) is a (lim Z/@[n x G])-module. m 
5- 
COROLLARY 3.7.B. For all i22, ni(K&)) is a 2, (n x G)-module. n 
LEMMA 3.7.C. HJC,l?,;&,(n))=O. 
Proofof3.7.C. Let C, be the cellular chain complex of (C, R). Then C, is a free Z n-chain 
complex of finite type which is (Z/q)-acyclic. Let k: C,-+C, be a Z x-chain map of degree 1 
such that 
kd+dk= 1 mod 4. 
Thus kd + dk may be represented by a matrix c( which has an inverse bvith coefficients in z,(n): 
let ~-‘=~z~(l--r)“. H ence C, is &(7r)-acyclic. n 
COROLLARY 3.7.D. For all i 2 2, 
H,(C($) x BG, K(i); s&t x G)) = 0. 
Proofof3.7.D. Note that Q^,(x G)= Q&n) [G] and since G is finite of order 4, one has 
H,(C($) x BG, K(t); 6&n x G) z H,(C(+), K(i); a,@)) = HJC, Z?; s&z)) =H,(C, If; 
Z&t)) @ 2 = 0. a 
Proofof3.7. By 3.7.B, n,(K,($)) is a %,Jn x G)- module for i 2 2. Since the obstructions for 
the existence of the dotted arrow { lie in H’(C($) x BG, K($); Tci_ 1 (K,(i))) they vanish by 3.7.D. 
Hence < exists and it is unique up to homotopy by a similar obstruction theory argument. 
Hence the map A($)+Aq($ exist. (The homotopy commutativity of squares is a result of 
uniqueness of < up to homotopy.) The construction shows that its lift to the G-covering is the 
canonical map D($)-D4(+). n 
For any space X, let (X),=(X),($ 
COROLL.~RY 3.8. The diagram A,,: 
is uniquely determined by the 
(~,C/G), - (d+‘V% 
I I 
(2-W, - (X)0 
properties that G acts trivially on H,((X),; 7271 x G) and 
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H,((L:_X)e; 2 x G) and that the diagram of G-cocerings 6, is rep co homotopy D,: 
(~&cl - (?-C), 
I I 
(2-C),- (C), . 
COROLLARY 3.9. There exists a diagram A: 
2,C;G - S,C/G 
I I 
S-X -X 
rvhose dingrum of G-cocerings A 
d,C---2;C 
I_ _I 
d_X-----t x 
is homotopy equiculent to D. 
3.10. Proofof Theorem 2.8. By Corollary 3.9 we have the diagram A whose diagram of G- 
coverings is homotopy equivalent to D. Let Y=(Z+CG) u (t-X). From the construction of 
A, it follows that (8, P) is homotopy equivalent to (C, SC) rel 2-C. In particular, (X, Y) is a 
Poincare pair. n 
3.11. Proof of Theorem 2.9. Consider the diagram 
I I 
c?+C/G---+X 
where X has been determined up to homotopy by Theorem 2.8. This diagram satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1.13, hence X is homotopy equivalent to a finite complex with 2 
being x-simple homotopy equivalent to C iff yr(C, S+C)E Wh:(Tc cx x G) vanishes. In 
particular if (X, Y) is z-simple homotopy equivalent to (C, K) rel d+ C then ;:s(C, i?, C) = 0. 
Observe that both X and d-X in the above diagram are finitely dominated. This follows 
from a theorem of Bieri-Eckmann [IO] (see also [34]). A more direct approach is as follows. 
By a theorem of Browder [ 133 the (closed) Poincare complex S(X x [0, 11) =X U X is finitely . 
dominated. Since Z(X x [0, t])+X x [0,11-X is also a domination, it follo’%s that X is 
finitely dominated. Similarly 8-X is finitely dominated. This implies that C,(X; Z[z x G)) 
and C,(?_X; Z[rc x G]) belong to 3h,(Z[ rt x G]) and the theory developed in $1 applies to 
them. 
To prove the converse, suppose that ?r(C, d, C) =O. Then by Theorem 1.13, we can 
replace X in the above diagram by a finite complex whose covering with fundamental group 
TI is n-simple homotopy equivalent to C. For simplicity of notation, assume that X is such a 
finite complex, so that .? is also finite. Consider the diagram 
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where S _ X and q are determined by the diagram A of 3.9. By Poincare duality, C*(X, 2 i C/G; 
z[n x G]) is chain homotopy equivalent to C,(X, 2-X; Z[ rt x Cl)-C&; :[z x G]). Thus, 
there exists a rr x G-chain homotopy equivalencef: C,(X, 2-X; I[rt x G])-+D,, where D, is a 
finite TC x G-complex. Since rrr (2 _ X) E E,(X) = TC x G, by the additivity property of finiteness 
obstructions, it follows that the finiteness obstruction of C,(d_X; _[rr x G]) vanishes as well. 
Hence we may assume that S _X and its covering 2-2 are finite complexes. At this point, the 
argument of Theorem 1.13 goes through to show that we can choose d_X to be a finite 
complex such that a_.% is n-simple homotopy equivalent to 2-C. The additivity of 
Whitehead torsions shows that (X, Y) is a finite Poincarl pair such that (2, y) is n-simple 
homotopy equivalent to (C, ?C) rel ?+ C. n 
THEOREM 3.12. Let C, 2+C, etc. be as in 2.8 satisfying the hypotheses (1) (2) (3). Then 
the action 4: G x ?,C- +C e.utends to a free G-action on C such that G acts trioially on 
H,(C/G; z ($) [rt x G]) iff~s(C,S+C)=O in Wh:(rrcn x G). (Here r(C,d+C)~Wh,(rr;~/q) 
is the Reidemeister torsion of (C, d ,C).) Moreocer, this action is unique up to concordance. H 
Note. The uniqueness up to concordance follows by considering C’= C x [0, 11, 
d+C’=~+Cx[O.l]uCxOuCxl. Then (I) (2) (3) are satisfied for (C’, ?+C’) and 
yr(C’, 2 + C’) = v( - T(C, d + C) = 0 by duality of Reidemeister torsion. Note that this duality 
may not exist in Whr(ncx x G). 
To formalize some of the arguments of $3, in this section we prove some general results for 
constructing quasi-simple free actions on a given homotopy type. The question ofchoosing a 
particular simple-type can be treated using the algebraic theory develaped in $1. The 
analogues of theorem 1.13 which describes the obstructions for the choice of a simple type 
(lying in Whr(n c TC x G)) are valid and may be formulated in the context of Theorems 4.1 and 
4.2 below. 
Definition. A free action G x X--+X is called quasi-simple if x,(X/G)= rrr(X) x G and G 
acts trivially on H,(X/G; &r(X/G)), w h ere 2 is the universal cover of X. 
Remark.. When rcr(X) = 1, these actions were called “homologically trivial” and studied 
independently by Davis-Weinberger who used Zabrodsky mixing for construction of such 
actions [16]. Weinberger noticed that this mixing construction works in the non-simply 
connected case as well [37] [38]. The reader should notice that the Zabrodsky mixing which 
uses the localization via 2t,, c 2 does not yield our result which uses Bousfield-Kan 
localization via %/qZ in the non-simply-connected case when rrl is infinite. However, our 
Theorem 4.1 yields the “homology propagation” of Davis-Weinberger [16] and 
Weinberger [38]. 
THEOREM 4.1. (Pushing forward actions.) Suppose I$ G x A-A is a free quasi-simple 
action, and f: A+X induces some isomorphism f,: HJA; f *Z/q[n])dH,(X; z/q[n]), where 
II: = x,(X). Then there exists a free quasi-simple G-action on a space X’, an equiuariant map 
f’: A-X’, and a homotopy equicalence h: X--+X’ such that h 0 f-f’. 
Proof: We need to construct a space Y and a map A/G s Y such that the G-covering F 
and the induced G-maps 3: A+ ysatisfy the property required for X’ andf’. Let g: Y-+(A/G), 
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be constructed as follows. Since n,(A)+lr,(X) is surjective with a q-perfect kernel 
(see Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3) we can add free G-cells equivariantly to A to obtain ?q 
such that TI,(~~) z n,(X) and the inclusion ,J- Fq induces a Z;‘q[rr]-isomorphism 
(equivariant plus construction). Then define Y,= pq4:iG. Next, obstruction theory shows 
that (A,‘G) ($) z (‘4 x BG) (i) since the action is quasisimple (see Lemma 3.5). Let 
Y(i)=(X x BG) ($) and let g($) be the composition (A/G) ($) f (A x BG) (i)-(X x BG) (i). 
Then we have a map Y(t) 5 Yg (f) which is up to homotopy the same as 
has the G-covering Y homotopy equivalent to X via hi: X- Y. Let X’= Y. The G-action on X’ 
is quasi-simple by construction. The maps g and g($) pull back to give the map g: A/G--+ Y and 
we let the lift g: A+ B be J A-+X’. One verifies that f’ and X’ satisfy the required 
properties. n 
THEOREM 4.2. (Pulling back actions.) Let A be a free quasi-simple G-space with z,(A) = 7~. 
Let f: X-A be such that f,: H,(X; f*Z[rr])+H,(A; I[n]) 1s an isomorphism. Then there exists a 
free quasi-simple G-space X’, an equicariant map f’: X’ +A’ and a homotopy equicalence h: 
Xl-+X such that f 3 h N f’. 
Proof As before, we need to construct the orbit space Y and g: Y-+A/G satisfying 
the stated properties on the level of G-coverings. Let Y,=(A/G), with g,=id and 
Y(i)=X(i) x BG with g(i) =f(b) x id. There exists a map Y($)+ Y,(i) which is up to 
homotopy the composition X($)x BG-+Xq(i) x BG-+A,(t) x BG-+(A/G),($). Let Y be the 
pull-back of the diagram: 
Y 9 (A/G), 
I I 
X(i) x BG - (A/G), (;). 
The Steifert-van Kampen theorem shows that n,(Y) 2 xl(X) x G. Furthermore, 
functoriality of pull-backs and the Mayer-Vietoris theorem show that the G-covering Y is 
homotopy-equivalent to X. The maps g and g($) yield g: Y+A/G (via the above pull-back) 
and we may define X+ Y andf’=g: F+z the induced map on the covering spaces. One 
readily verifies that X’ andf’ satisfy the desired properties. n 
THEOREM 4.3. (The relatil;e version.) Under the hypothesis of 4.2 suppose that a subspace 
X, c X is equipped with a quasi-simple free G-action such that f j X, is equivariant. Then it is 
possible to arrange for X, to be a G-invariant subspace of X’, f’ 1 X, = f) X0, and for h to be a 
homotopy equivalence rel X0. 
Proof. This is the quasi-simple analogue of [4] Proposition 2.3 with a similar obstruction 
theory argument. N 
Let A, and A, be the CW complexes. Call A, and A2 “weakly B/q-equivalent”, if 
there exists a CW complex C and maps A: Ai-+C such that 5,: (H,(Ai; fTZ/q[n,(C)])-+ 
H,(C; Z/q[z,(C)]) are isomorphisms. The equivalence relation generated by weak 
Z/q-equivalence is simply called “Z/q-equivalence”. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose A 1 and AZ are S,‘q-equicalenr complexes. Then A 1 admits a free 
quasi-simple G-action iff Al does. 
Proof: This follows from 4.1, 4.2, and the definition of f;q-equivalence. n 
Remark 4.5. The above results are valid for diagrams of spaces as it was done in $3. 
In this section we make a few explicit calculations of tV/r: and the obstructions inside it. 
The notation f A for any group A means the set { + 1, - 1) x .A where ( + 1, - 1) z Z:21 if a 
group structure is considered. Let .-I =Zix and w = c g be the norm of G. For simplicity of 
!?sG 
notation, let A[G]/oA[G] = A[G]: w, A/q,4 = A,, and I/2, x ,U z { + 1, - 13 x &I = 2 iLI for 
any group &f. Consider the Cartesian diagram: 
ACGI- h 4GlIo 
(Cl 
where f is the augmentation and all other homomorphisms are canonically defined quotient 
morphisms. The associated Mayer-Vietories sequence is: 
K,(4GI)+K1(A)O K,(ACGlIo)~K,(A,)-*K,(ACGl)~ 
K,(A) 0 W4YW4+fG(~,). WV) 
Corresponding to (M V), one has the following exact sequence if G # I, 
(U) O-+ $-H,(n) x H,(G)+ *H,(n) @ +H,(n) x H,(G)-+ +H,(rc): I+Z @ E-Z-+0 
and if G = Iz, the sequence reads: 
O-+ +H1(n) x H,(G)+ fH,(n) @ HI(n) x H1(G)-+f-fl(~) 5 P-+Z @ Z-+f-+O. 
The sequences (U) and the corresponding homomorphisms are also obtained from the 
diagram (C). The sequence (U) admits an injective homomorphism into the sequence (!M V) 
and the quotient sequence is the exact sequence of the Whitehead groups below: 
Wh,(n x G)+ Whl(n) @ K,(A[G]i’o)/+H,(~) x H,(G)+ Wh,(iT; TX+,) 5 
~,(~CGl)-+~,(~) 0 ~,kWW+~,(~,). 
For simplicity of notation we write this sequence in terms of Whitehead groups (by a slight 
abuse of notation) 
~h,(4 0 ~h,MGl/o) + oh,. c-v 
The boundary map 2 in the sequence is related to a generalization of the Swan 
homomorphism (ZJ-K,(ZG) in the case of TI = 1, (cf. [33] or [23]). We continue to call 2 the 
Swan homomorphism. 
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Let 1 and 7 be as in Proposition 1.11. Then the Swan homomorphism is -X = 7. To see 
this, let XE Wk,(A,) correspond to the isomorphism 4: (A,)“+(A,)” induced by the (injective) 
homomorphism 4: .-In-A”. As in $1, it follows that in the exact sequence 
O-9A”-+A”-M-+0 
one has proj dim,,,(.Lf) 2 1. Thus one has the commutative diagram: 
0 -K P -A[G]“-M-0 
where (J)” is induced by the augmentation f: Thus Y; ([4])= -[K] and the problem is 
reduced to show that the following diagram is Cartesian: 
I (d” . 
(A/q)” 
(Recall the definition of ? in the Mayer-Vietories sequence; cf. [23] e.g.) Since 
Ker E. g Ker(f)” 2 Ker(v)” and (flz p = 4 0 I., one has the diagram: 
0 0 0 
I I I 
Ker i”- Ker (_/)“A Ker(v)” 
obtained from diagrams (B) and (C) above, and in which $0 (p)” 0 I =(p)” 0 e5 3 i.=(p)” 3 (J)” 0 ,U 
=(v)” 9 (k)” = p=(v)” 2 ,ii. Thus (B) is Cartesian. 
Next, we identify the transfer Ti: Wki(A[G])+ Wki(A), i=O, 1 in the five-term exact 
sequence of Proposition 1.2. Consider the diagram: 
h 
4’4 -A CWo 
> 
J 
I,/‘1 
Y 
AP-A 4 
where 6 is the composite A ~Ax(l)+AG+AG/wsothatv~6=p.Letp~.9(AG)be 
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given and tensor P over AC by the diagram (C) to obtain the Cartesian diagram: 
P -P 
I I 
PO - PO IqP,. 
Thus one obtains four functors from 9(AG) to the categories 3(A[G]), .9’(,4[G]/~), 9(A), 
and 3(A,). The above Cartesian diagram yields the commutative diagram: 
0 -P- P,@p’- P,IqP,- 0 
f t t 
I 1+0 
0 -Pp,-P, 
(.).=l 
I 
*PoIqP 0--o 
which yields the exact sequence: 
O-+P,+P @ P,+P, @ P’ + 0. 
The above sequence defines, in fact, a short exact sequence of the corresponding functors 
due to the functoriality of all the above constructions. It follows from Quillen’s theorem 
on the additivity of functors that the functor P-tP @ P, is the sum of functors P+P, 
and P-P, 0 P’, which in turn implies that induced homomorphisms on K-theory 
satisfy Tr =f, @ tr h,, Tr: K,(A[G])-,K,(A) and tr: K,(AG/w)-*K,(A) are transfer 
homomorphisms. Thus on the level of Whitehead groups, one has the following: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Ti: Whi(A[G])~Whi(A) and ti: Whi(A[G]/w)+ Wh,(A) be transfer 
homomorphisms. Then Ti =f,@tih,, where f, and h, are induced from diagram (C) above. 
Let pi =p.+: Whi(A)+Whi(A9). Specializing to the case G=H,, the above calculation is 
continued to show 
LEMMA 5.2. The sequence Wh,(x)A Wh,(n;E,) 3 Wh:(ncrc x Z2)+ -Kerp;-*O is 
exact. In particular Kery = Im2p. 
This characterizes completely the obstructions which are discussed in $1 in terms of the 
Wh,(n) and the mod 2 reduction Wh,(n)+Whi(z; Z2). To obtain examples of non-trivial 
obstructions, let 7c =Z,. Then computations show Wh, (Z$; Z2)~Z2 @ ZI, @ f,, and 
2p i = 0. Hence: 
COROLLARY 5.3. Whr(Z, c ZsxZ,)~Zb,@Z,@Z4 and kery=O. 
Although Wh, (2,) r Z, one can show that in the case TC = Z5, G = Z,, all the obstructions 
vanish. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Wht(Z,; Z,) z Z, and Im(y) z 0. 
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